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IN A NUTSHELL
1. Face emojis as digital counterparts of facial expressions:

Facial expressions can comment on parts of an utterance.
Face emojis tend to always comment on entire utterances.

2. Empirical claims:
Restrictions on face emojis derive from linearization requirements, 
which prevent simultaneity with the text.
Beat-related face emojis (“🤢monday🤢 again 🤢”) mimic simultaneity.

3. Theoretical claims:
Face emojis are expressive modifiers that comment on propositions 
or properties. Beat-related repetition can facilitate property modification.

4. Experimental testing: 
Does a beat-related use correlate with property modification?
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Facial expressions are a 
central extra-linguistic 
component of human
face-to-face 
communication, 
encoding emotive 
meaning among other 
things…
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Facial expressions are a 
central extra-linguistic 
component of human
face-to-face 
communication, 
encoding emotive 
meaning among other 
things…

…Face emojis are a central 
component of online 
communication. They depict 
stylized facial expressions. 

Face emoji can be viewed as 
the plausible online 
counterparts of speech-
accompanying facial 
expressions.
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Connecting face emojis to facial expressions
• Facial expressions are typically simultaneous with speech. 

They can target all or just part of an utterance.

(1) Sam won’t go [skiing with his parents] +            example and picture 
from Schlenker (2018) 

This simultaneity can give rise to (and favor) a local scope interpretation, where the 
facial expression comments only on the co-occurring speech, as in (2).

(2) local scope (Schlenker 2018:314, his paraphrase)
⤳ for Sam to go skiing with Sam’s parents would be disgusting 

(3) global scope (compare Schlenker 2018:344)
⤳ It’s disgusting that Sam won’t go skiing with Sam’s parents (less salient in (1))

(Schlenker treats (2) as a “cosuppositional” inference; we use the theory-neutral term “local scope”.)
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• Face emojis are more restricted, because they must be linearized in the same 
modality as text; this reduces the availability of a local reading.

(4) Sam won’t go skiing with his parents 🤢
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Main idea in today’s talk

• Face emojis are more restricted, because they must be linearized in the same 
modality as text; this reduces the availability of a local reading.

(4) Sam won’t go skiing with his parents 🤢

• Beat-related face emojis allow to circumvent linearization and mimic simultaneity. 

(5) Sam won’t go skiing 🤢 with 🤢 his 🤢 parents 🤢

Ongoing exploration: does this make local readings more accessible?
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INTRODUCING BEAT-RELATED FACE EMOJIS
Mimicking simultaneity in text
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Message-final face emojis
Message-final emojis are attested by several empirical studies as the most 
frequent position for emojis in online communication 
(e.g., Garrison et al. 2011, Novak et al. 2015, Al Rashdi 2015, Cramer et al. 2016, 
Sampietro 2016, Na’aman et al. 2017, Seyednezhad et al. 2018) 

(t1) itching for another tattoo 😬
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What is an ethical way of citing Twitter posts? (Ayers et al. 2018, 
Tatman 2018, Gawne & McCulloch 2019)

Today: we remove user names, but keep the posts as they are



Other emoji positions
Other, less frequent positions have been attested, e.g., 
message-initial emojis, (t2), or message-medial emojis, (t3). 

(t2) 😬 That moment when u realise u didn't cook your egg enough...

(t3) Everybody 😉 should know the answer
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Beat-related emojis
Beat-related emojis can serve as the online counterparts of beat gestures 
(Gawne & McCulloch 2019; see also Esipova’s 2021 expressive beats)

(t4) Here 👏 we 👏 come 👏

(t5) GET 🏂ME 🏂 ON 🏂 THE 🏂 SLOPES
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Beat-related face emojis
Beat-related face emojis are different. The repetition of the same face emoji 
seems to communicate that the facial expression is maintained throughout the 
message; i.e., it does not involve repeatedly pulling a face. 

(t6) my parents see me trying my best to get out of bed everyday and still hit 
me with the “😡 why 😡 are 😡 the 😡 dishes 😡 not 😡 done” […]

Beat-related face emojis are not a recent invention, or a novel trend. They 
date back all the way to 2011:

(t7) do 😡 not 😡 blame 😡me 😡 for 😡 your 😡 issues 😡 (Dec. 2012)
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FORMAL SEMANTICS OF FACE EMOJIS
Why beat-related face emojis can boost local readings
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Theoretical proposal 1: core semantics
Face emojis (🤢,😡,😮,😁) are expressive operators that comment on a P 
argument. (See Grosz, Greenberg, De Leon & Kaiser 2021)

(6)				For	any	author	x,	subject	matter	of	emotion	P,	and	moral	value	M:	
⟦🤢⟧ =	λx.λP.λM.{w	|	x negatively	evaluates	P in	light	of	M at	w}

While 🤢 evokes physical illness (nausea), it can also be used for ‘moral’ 
disgust (Yoder et al. 2016):
(t8) We are resorting to using 4rd grade bully tactics 🤢 [sic]
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Theoretical proposal 2: global vs local readings
The difference between global readings and local readings boils down to 
how the P is determined (see also Schlenker 2018:344). 

message-final case
My cousins did not move to that neighborhood🤢
beat-related case
My cousins did not 🤢move 🤢 to 🤢 that 🤢 neighborhood🤢

global reading (“it’s disgusting that they did not move to that neighborhood”)
⤳ author negatively evaluates p = author’s cousins did not move to that neighborhood
local reading (“if they had moved to that neighborhood, it would have been disgusting”)
⤳ author negatively evaluates P = {y | y moves to that neighborhood}
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Theoretical proposal 3: scope marking
With naturalistic examples, beat-related repetition seems to have scope-
marking properties.

(t9) I can’t believe before I had an air fryer I used to cook 🤢 with 🤢 an 🤢 oven 🤢
⤳ cooking with an oven is disgusting
≠ it’s disgusting that I can’t believe this

(t10) i don’t know why my bangs just won’t 😡 cooperate 😡 with 😡me 😡 lately 😡
⤳ it’s upsetting that my bangs won’t cooperate with me lately
≠ it’s upsetting that I don’t know why this is the case

We would thus expect that it boosts local scope readings.
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Candidates for local scope readings
The naturally occurring (t11a) and (t12a) show that a beat-related nauseated face (🤢) can be 
embedded under the attitude verb think and the verb of saying tell. Since think and tell do not 
require their complement to be true, local readings are possible, (t11c) and (t12c).

(t11) a. I keep accidentally reacting to ppls IG stories. They might think I 🤢 like 🤢 them 🤢
b. global scope: ⤳ it is disgusting [that they think I might like them]
c. local scope: ⤳ [for me to like them (which I do not)] would be disgusting 

(t12) a. i just complained about my jaw still hurting a little bit and my mother had the AUDACITY   
to tell me i was 🤢 acting 🤢 like 🤢 a 🤢man 🤢🤮

b. global scope ⤳ it is disgusting [that my mother told me that I was acting like a man]
c. local scope ⤳ [for me to act like a man (which I do not)] would be disgusting 
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EXPERIMENTAL TESTING
Do beat-related uses boost local readings?
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Exp. 1: forced-choice experiment
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• We experimentally tested if there is a correlation between the use of beat-related vs. message-final 
emojis and the preference for a global vs. local reading.



Exp. 1: forced-choice experiment
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• We experimentally tested if there is a correlation between the use of beat-related vs. message-final 
emojis and the preference for a global vs. local reading.

• We used a 2x2 factorial design and a forced choice task with two answer options.

(none-of + beat) None of the bakers 😡 talked 😡 while 😡 baking 😡
(none-of + final) None of the bakers talked while baking 😡

(def-neg + beat) The bakers did not 😡 talk 😡 while 😡 baking 😡
(def-neg + final) The bakers did not talk while baking 😡

Answer options:

(global paraphrase) It's upsetting that the bakers did not talk while baking.
(local paraphrase) If the bakers had talked while baking, it would have been upsetting.

Main independent variable: 
beat vs. final manipulation
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Two structures used for 
generalizability (none of the 
NP vs. the NP did not).



Exp. 1: forced-choice experiment
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• We experimentally tested if there is a correlation between the use of beat-related vs. message-final 
emojis and the preference for a global vs. local reading.

• We used a 2x2 factorial design and a forced choice task with two answer options.

(none-of + beat) None of the bakers 😡 talked 😡 while 😡 baking 😡
(none-of + final) None of the bakers talked while baking 😡

(def-neg + beat) The bakers did not 😡 talk 😡 while 😡 baking 😡
(def-neg + final) The bakers did not talk while baking 😡

Answer options:

(global paraphrase) It's upsetting that the bakers did not talk while baking.
(local paraphrase) If the bakers had talked while baking, it would have been upsetting.

Main independent variable: 
beat vs. final manipulation

Two structures used for 
generalizability (none of the 
NP vs. the NP did not).

NB: to keep paraphrases simple, we did not use quantified paraphrases for the none-of conditions. 
({For at least one of / For each of} the bakers, if they had talked while baking, it would have been upsetting.)
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Experimental interface
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Experimental interface

– JPEG of constructed tweet, to keep the 
emoji layout stable

– Naturalistic line breaks characteristic of the 
Twitter mobile app, for ecological validity

We alternated the presentation order of global/local paraphrase, to control for a strategy of “pick the first one”.



Across-item manipulation
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We had a total of 36 items (+ 38 fillers) using three types of emoji.

12 items used the enraged face; here, we only show the (none-of + beat) condition:

None of the bakers 😡 talked 😡 while 😡 baking 😡
(global paraphrase) It's upsetting that the bakers did not talk while baking.
(local paraphrase) If the bakers had talked while baking, it would have been upsetting.

12 items used the disgusted face:

None of the teenagers 🤢 went 🤢 hiking 🤢 with 🤢 their 🤢 families 🤢
(global paraphrase) It's disgusting that the teenagers did not go hiking with their families.
(local paraphrase) If the teenagers had gone hiking with their families, it would have been disgusting.

12 items used the surprised face:

None of my roommates 😮 worked 😮 out 😮 regularly 😮
(global paraphrase) It's surprising that my roommates did not work out regularly.
(local paraphrase) If my roommates had worked out regularly, it would have been surprising.



Recruitment (Exp. 1 + Exp. 2): digital natives?
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Recruitment via Prolific. Platform for experiment: Nettskjema (University of Oslo)
Including questions on emoji literacy (e.g., “Do you like sending and/or receiving emoji?”)

Experiment 1 Experiment 2

Number of subjects n = 40 n = 64

Year of birth ≥ 1996 (Gen Z) 15% 14%

Year of birth < 1981 (pre-Millennials) 42.5% 42%

Using beat-related emojis never or rarely (actively) 77.5% 84.4%

Seeing beat-related emojis never or rarely (passively) 47.5% 40.6%

Preliminary 
findings; data 
collection and 
data analysis 
still in progress.



Exp. 1 Results (40 participants): floor effect
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The preference for a global reading was overwhelming throughout (> 89%).

(Preliminary analysis.)

Percentage of “local” as the preferred choice (all items).
Preliminary findings; 
data collection and 
data analysis still in 
progress.



Exp. 1 Results (40 participants): by emoji type
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Emoji type seems to matter. (Preliminary analysis.)

Percentage of 
“local” as 
preferred choice.

Preliminary findings; data collection 
and data analysis still in progress.
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Exp. 2: Follow-up
– Same 36 targets (12 😡, 12 🤢, 12😮). 

– Participants were only presented with the 
local paraphrase.

– Filler paraphrases (n=38) were 50% good fit, 
and 50% bad fit.



Exp. 2 Results (n=64): emoji type seems to matter
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How well does the local paraphrase describe what the author 
wants to communicate? (Preliminary analysis.)
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main effect (p < 0.05) in expected direction main effect (p < 0.05) in unexpected directionno effect (p = 0.754)

NB: ratings were very low, overall. On a 5-point scale, the mean rating across all conditions was 1.53 (floor effect)

Preliminary findings; 
data collection and data 
analysis still in progress.



CONCLUSIONS and OUTLOOK
• Face emojis are written digital counterparts of facial expressions.
• They are more restricted due to strict linearization constraints.
• Beat-related face emojis are an innovated tool that mimicks simultaneity.
• We expect that it can be operationalized for scope-marking.
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CONCLUSIONS and OUTLOOK
• Face emojis are written digital counterparts of facial expressions.
• They are more restricted due to strict linearization constraints.
• Beat-related face emojis are an innovated tool that mimicks simultaneity.
• We expect that it can be operationalized for scope-marking.

Possible explanations for why experimental results are inconclusive: 
• Ceiling/floor effect: Neither task tested for the mere availability of a local reading.

A global reading may always be the more prominent one.
• Emoji users may be unfamiliar with beat-related face emojis. 
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CONCLUSIONS and OUTLOOK
• Face emojis are written digital counterparts of facial expressions.
• They are more restricted due to strict linearization constraints.
• Beat-related face emojis are an innovated tool that mimicks simultaneity.
• We expect that it can be operationalized for scope-marking.

Possible explanations for why experimental results are inconclusive: 
• Ceiling/floor effect: Neither task tested for the mere availability of a local reading.

A global reading may always be the more prominent one.
• Emoji users may be unfamiliar with beat-related face emojis. 

Post hoc speculation on the differences between the three emoji types:
• The different behavior of 😮 from 🤢 / 😡might be connected to facial expressions; 

it seems more difficult to speak with a surprised face than with a disgusted/angry face.
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Thank you! 🙏

Patrick Grosz (UiO) Elsi Kaiser (USC) Francesco Pierini (EHESS)
grosz@alum.mit.edu elsi.kaiser@gmail.com francesco.pierini@ehess.fr
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